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Anti-Racist Teacher Checklist: Because EVERY student has the right to feel safe,
accepted and celebrated AND given equal opportunities and access to achieve.
(Assembled by “Lake Highlands Area Moms Against Racism” based on actual experiences of
students, teachers, parents, and expert advice. PLEASE SHARE!)
1.

Do I know how to pronounce each students' name correctly, according to
their wishes?

2.

Will I make sure that their names are pronounced correctly for assemblies,
etc?

3.

Will I learn to pronounce their caregiver’s name correctly?

4.

Do I know each students’ preferred pronoun? (Put on information sheet.)

5.

Will I reject the false narrative that Columbus “discovered” America, that the
Pilgrims “settled” America, and recognize that the true story is much more
complicated and involves atrocities committed against indigenous
civilizations that had already been on this continent for generations?

6.

Will I be mindful about naming “heroes” for students? Are they historical
figures who actually participated and propagated systemic racism, or were
they fighting for the rights of all? Will I be intentional about focusing on
“heroes” that represent a variety of backgrounds in my class?

7.

Are the different cultures represented in my students also represented in the
materials in my classroom? (Books, posters, curricula, test questions, art
supplies, etc.)

8.

Will I look for black and brown lives to celebrate related to the fields of study
that are presented in my class?

9.

Will I look for potential in ALL my students? Will I guide them all equally
towards successful paths? (GT, AP, STEM, Honor Society, college prep,
scholarship opportunities, etc.)

10.

Will I be mindful that there is a mis-representative over-assignment of black
boys to Special Education and a mis-representative degree of punitive
measures taken against black girls in schools, both of which damage
individual lives? Will I seek more restorative options, and make my goal to
connect students with the best education possible, and with their best
potential, not to assert my own control and “win” a battle?

11.

Will I be open to discussing race, racism, and antiracism in my class without
expecting any kids of color to carry the burden of explaining racism, "their
race", or personal experiences? (But welcome it if they do want to share...)
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12.

Will I make sure students of color have a "safe place" and "safe person" to go
to in the school, and are aware of these go-to's? This is also crucial for the
safety of LGBTQ+ students.

13.

Will I Remember that every student is unique, and brings different
experiences and perspectives into the classroom, some of them traumatic?

14.

Will I Remember that every day, I have the power to make racist or antiracist
choices through my actions and inactions, my interactions with individuals,
and even in my lesson planning/ teaching?

15.

Am I ready to make a mistake, be open to correction, and make a sincere
apology, even if it is to a student or to the whole class, knowing that I am a
role model for doing the right thing?

16.

Will I be intentional about choosing meaningful curriculum for Black History
month, but also make sure to go beyond? (The resources are out there for
EVERY subject, every age and stage, without repeating the same ones over
and over.)

17.

Do l Recognize that other cultures have different values of communication
that affect behavior, and that the dominant white style of communication is
not the “right” way, but just a way?

18.

Do I Recognize that Respect and love, hurt, pain and need are expressed in
different ways by different people, partly influenced by culture?

19.

Am I personally inviting to all my students?

20.

Do I speak with respect about all students and families in front of and with
my colleagues, always avoiding stereotyping?

21.

Is my classroom physically and culturally inviting, representing all students?

22.

Is the curriculum (and the way I teach it) representative of different cultures
and backgrounds? This includes tests and assignments.

23.

Do I know when major religious holidays are for the students in my class, and
plan accordingly?

24.

Am I careful not to over-emphasize major religious holidays, recognizing that
the "major" holidays in the U.S. tend to track the Christian holidays, and
recognizing that over-emphasizing those in my classroom excludes students
who do not celebrate those holidays?

25.

Will I strive to teach and respond with cultural competence? My goal: to form
authentic and effective relationships across differences AND for more
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students to achieve at a high level and engage at a deeper level, more of the
time, WITHOUT giving up who they are.
26.

Do I Affirm students in their cultural connections?

27.

Will I reject the false notion of inherent “race” based human difference and
actively treat people as equally worthy, complicated, and capable?
Remembering that “intelligence” is not tied to race, nor fixed?

28.

Am I mindful to offer and suggest a variety of extracurricular and curricular
activities to my students of color, as opposed to making assumptions about
their interests? (eg. “Chess Club” or “Engineering Club”, not just “football” or
“drill team”.)

29.

Acknowledging that humans are imperfect and have constructed the false
genetic notion of “race”, will I also acknowledge that experiences do vary
along racial lines?

30.

Have I spent time “sitting” with the possibility that I could very likely
perpetuate bias in my classroom, even in small ways, that might make a big
difference to an individual student?

31.

Do I understand that families of color also value education and want the best
for their children? Am I engaging with parents, irrespective of color and
background, when I see that a child is struggling and falling behind, OR
excelling and not being challenged enough? Will I make just as much of an
effort to communicate with families of color as I do with “white” families?

32.

Will I strive to learn from diversity in the classroom and value equally the
knowledge and activity shared within various groups? (For example being
“black” today can involve both experiencing stigmatization particularly from
whites and enjoying a community that has bonded in the midst of
oppression.)

33.

Am I ready and willing to equip myself and others to challenge racial
inequalities of opportunity and outcome within education, rather than
accepting racial disparities as the “norm”?

34.

Will I revisit this list frequently, to remind myself of these important issues?
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I will NOT...
1. Imitate accents.
2. Call Covid19 “The Chinese Virus”.
3. Ignore complaints or concerns from students as unimportant.
4. Require reading in which protagonists are always white.
5. Villainize black students in conflicts.
6. Make rules that discriminate against certain cultures and backgrounds as it
pertains to dress codes or hair regulations.
7. Anticipate a students’ response based on gender/ racial stereotypes, as in the
“angry black woman” stereotype.
8. Say, “Your name is hard to pronounce. Can I call you this instead?"
9. Say "I don't see color" or propagate the myth of color-blindness, but instead
promote "color kindness". This adjustment recognizes the individual, their
identity, and the way that skin color has impacted their lives.
10. Shush a child for labeling skin color, or asking a question about a physical
difference. But help them know that it IS okay to talk about race, and start the
conversation.
11. Say, "What Are you?" to a student.
12. Say, "I bet you're fast" to a black student.
13. Say, "You're pretty for a black girl."
14. Say, “You are so articulate” Or well-spoken. Or “You sound so white.”
15. Say, “You speak English so well.”
16. Say, “You have such interesting/ exotic hair.”
17. Say, “May I touch your hair?”
18. Say, “Are your parents legal/ illegal?” or “Do they have their papers?”
19. Say, “You are the smartest black girl in my class.”
20. Expect a person of color to speak for their race.
21. Use racially charged language like “uppity” or “aggressive”.
22. Ever compare a black person to a monkey or ape.
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23. Mistake students of the same color for one another.
24. Assume the only way to connect with black students is through rap or Tik-Tok.
25. Assume that a LatinX child can speak Spanish.
26. Ask siblings of different shades if they have the same dad. (Melanin levels vary in
each person).
27. Tell a child to lower their expectations for college, or tell them that they don't
have the proper background to go to college.
28. Make negative comments about community colleges or HBCU's, but celebrate
and support any and every college choice.
29. Use the terms "Apartment Kids"/ "Over-flow kids"/ "Homeowner kids".
30. Say "Those kids can't learn".
31. Say, "Their parents don't care, so why bother?"
32. Say, "You know they're homeless, so don't worry about them."
33. Say, "Why do we get the kids that don't speak English?"
34. Say, "The black kids are always the behavior kids".
35. Call a place/ school "ghetto".
36. Comment on a student’s body odor, recognizing that some cultures definition of
hygiene might be different than mine. (whether the student is present or not,
unless it is a hindrance to learning, and done so privately in a respectful way.)
37. Assume someone needs or doesn't need financial assistance based on skin color.
38. Assume someone needs or doesn't need extra academic support based on skin
color.
39. Ask an Asian adoptee if they speak Chinese/ Korean.
40. Assume Asians are good at math or make other general assumptions based on
skin color.
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Common Practices AMONG OUR MUSLIM STUDENTS

Daily Prayers - Muslims pray five times a day. Prayer time has a flexible window,
but students may need to take 10-15 minutes to pray the afternoon prayer. Schools
can promote inclusion and celebrate diversity by providing a quiet place for
students to pray - a simple act that speaks volumes.
Jum'ah Prayers - Muslims gather for congregational worship during Jum'ah, or
Friday midday prayer. Muslims take just enough time off from work or school to
attend a service at a local mosque that falls between 12:30- 1:45pm.
Halal Food - In terms of food, "Halal" means that the food is permissible according
to Islamic law. For meat to be certified “halal,” it cannot be from a forbidden animal
(such as pork), and must be slaughtered in a certain way. When planning field trips
that include stopping for breakfast/lunch/dinner, organization sponsors should pay
special attention to selecting restaurants that support a Halal diet.
Modesty & the Hijab - Islamic law encourages both males and females to dress
modestly. Some women choose to wear the hijab, a term used to refer to the
religious head scarf, as an act of devotion to God. To ensure inclusivity, coaches and
administrators should consider uniform accommodations for student athletes,
outline uniform accommodations in the athletic guidelines packets, and
communicate our commitment to accommodate religious needs at parent meetings.
Holidays & Religious Observances CELEBRATED BY OUR MUSLIM STUDENTS:
Ramadan - The holy month of Ramadan is a time for inner reflection, devotion to
God and a spiritual tune-up. Some students celebrate the holiday by fasting from
dawn to sunset. This practice may slightly affect their participation and attention.
Ramadan celebrations involve gatherings and prayers late into the night, so
students may be a bit more tired than usual after a celebration. RAMADAN April 23 May 23*
Eid - Muslims celebrate Eid twice a year; Eid Al-Fitr and Eid Al- Adha. EID AL-FITR
May 23 - 26*, EID AL-ADHA July 30*
*Please note, dates may change each year as these holidays are based on the lunar
calendar.
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“Wow, I wasn’t expecting that...”
“That’s not cool.”...

